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Are words represented by nodes?

GREGORY O. STONE and GUY C. VAN ORDEN
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona

Semantic priming in a lexical decision task was investigated with concurrent pretarget and
posttarget primes. The posttarget prime also served as a pattern mask of the lexical decision
target. Forward priming is defined as the presence of a semantically related pretarget prime and
an unrelated posttarget prime. Backward priming is defined as the presence of a semantically
related posttarget prime and an unrelated pretarget prime. Forward and backward priming were
compared both when the nonword foils were "legal" and when they were "illegal" with respect
to English orthography. Predictions were derived for two general approaches to word recogni
tion: spreading-activation and expectancy-set theories. Both approaches assume that word represen
tations occupy distinct, nonoverlapping locations in memory. Backward-prime facilitation was
equivalent to forward-prime facilitation when nonword foils were illegal; however, backward
prime facilitation was not significant when nonword foils were legal. These results challenge
both approaches. The proposed solution uses semantic-space (distributed) representations that
are functionally unitized by a resonant matching (verification) process.

Spreading-activation and expectancy-set theories of
word recognition make specific predictions about the time
course of semantic priming. Despite the differences be
tween these approaches, the predictions of both derive,
in part, from their shared assumption that lexical represen
tations are structurally unitized (i.e., each lexical represen
tation is a separate, distinct structure). In effect, both ap
proaches assume that words are represented by nodes in
the broad sense of structurally distinct representations.
In this article, we report the investigation of these predic
tions in a bidirectional priming, lexical decision paradigm.
The facilitation due to a forward (pretarget) prime is com
pared with that due to a backward (posttarget) prime. This
is an extreme version of varying prime-target unset asyn
chrony . We first introduce the details of this bidirectional
priming technique and then examine spreading-activation
and expectancy-set theories, deriving for each predictions
concerning patterns of forward and backward priming.

The Bidirectional Priming Paradigm
In the bidirectional priming paradigm, each trial begins

with the presentation of a pretarget priming word, which
can be either semantically related to the subsequent lexi-
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cal decision target or unrelated to it. This prime remains
visible long enough to be clearly recognized. A lexical
decision target item (a word or a nonword) is then pre
sented briefly in the same location. Upon offset, it is
replaced, again in the same location, by a posttarget prim
ing word, which can also be either semantically related
to the target or unrelated to it. Subjects make a lexical
decision judgment (i.e., respond "word" or "nonword")
about the target. The pretarget prime also serves as a fix
ation stimulus, indicating where the target will occur, and
the posttarget prime also serves as a backward-pattern
mask. The dependent variable is the proportion of errors
on word trials (i.e., responses of "nonword" to word
targets).

The principal manipulation is the semantic relatedness
of the primes and the target. In the forward-prime condi
tion, the pretarget prime is semantically related to the tar
get and the posttarget prime is unrelated to it. In the
backward-prime condition, the posttarget prime is related
to the target and the pretarget prime is unrelated to it.
In the unrelated-prime condition, which serves as a base
line for measuring facilitation in both related-prime con
ditions, neither prime is related to the target.

Finally, the proportion of related-prime trials is reduced
by the inclusion of unrelated prime-filler trials to dis
courage controlled priming by the pretarget prime
(Tweedy, Lapinski, & Schvaneveldt, 1977). Such con
trolled priming is a concern because controlled inhibition
from the unrelated pretarget prime could partially coun
teract facilitation from the related posttarget prime in
the backward-prime condition. Thus, controlled forward
priming could produce an underestimate of backward
priming effectiveness.

Although several investigators have reported facilita
tion of word recognition due to semantically related word
masks (Jacobson, 1973, 1974; Jacobson & Rhinelander,
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1978; Taylor & Chabot, 1978), these studies contained
a serious methodological flaw. Target-mask pairs were
repeated at increasing interstimulus intervals until sub
jects could correctly identify the target word. The inter
stimulus interval at which subjects identified the target
was taken as a measure of mask effectiveness. Because
the mask (backward prime) on one trial could prime recog
nition of the same target on the next trial, the decrease
in mask effectiveness (priming) for semantically related
word masks could have resulted from facilitation due to
forward priming by the mask from the preceding trial.

Backward priming without masking was investigated
by Kiger and Glass (1983), who presented primes in a
location adjacent to that of a lexical decision target. Re
action times to the target were the dependent measure.
They found significant prime facilitation of target rec
ognition when prime onset followed target onset. Al
though Kiger and Glass argued that this result challenges
expectancy-set theories, it is possible that the appearance
of a prime after target presentation draws attention from
processing of the target, allowing recognition of the back
ward prime before processing of the target. Although this
would slow lexical decision times, their study did not pro
vide the baseline needed to dismiss this alternative inter
pretation. It is interesting to note that Kiger and Glass ar
gued that a backward prime that also serves as a pattern
mask should not facilitate target processing.

The bidirectional priming paradigm addresses this ar
gument while avoiding the problems that arose in previ
ous studies of backward priming. Lexical decision judg
ments allow a single presentation of a target for each
subject. Moreover, unlike previous backward-priming
studies, the bidirectional priming paradigm allows com
parison of facilitation by forward and backward primes
under otherwise identical presentation conditions, in par
ticular, conditions in which a posttarget context always
disrupts target processing in a manner that places a
premium on rapid decisions concerning the target.

We now consider spreading-activation and expectancy
set theories, deriving predictions from each concerning
patterns of forward and backward priming in this task.

Spreading-Activation Theories
In network theories of semantic processing, each seman

tic concept is represented by a node, with links between
nodes for related concepts (Collins & Loftus, 1975; Col
lins & Quillian, 1969). The most natural means of access
to a semantic network during word recognition is provided
by spreading-activation theories, which assume that words
are represented by nodes and that recognition of a word
causes a spread of activation to nodes for related words
(Morton, 1969). This spread of activation facilitates recog
nition of words occurring in a semantically related con
text. Because associative links join spatially separated
nodes, spreading activation should occur with some non
zero time course.

Ratcliff and McKoon (1981) tested for a nonzero time
course of spreading activation. Their subjects first studied

test paragraphs and then (in a subsequent recognition task)
were asked to judge whether a test word had-occurred
in one of the study paragraphs. Each recognition-test tar
get word was preceded by a prime that had appeared either
in the same study paragraph or in a different study para
graph. Primes from the same-study paragraph had ap
peared either near or far from the target word in that para
graph. They found greater facilitation for primes that had
previously appeared near the target in the study paragraph,
but found no change in facilitation as prime-target onset
asynchrony in the recognition task decreased. (Prime
target onset asynchrony in the recognition task was varied
from 50 to 350 msec). This result suggests that spread
ing activation would need to be very rapid if it occurs
during the recognition of a previous occurrence in a
text.

The results of Ratcliff and McKoon (1981) do not,
however, necessarily address access to long-term semantic
memory. Distances between nodes were defined in terms
of the distance between words in the viewed text. Con
sidering that pre-experimental relatedness does not affect
priming in this paradigm (McKoon & Ratcliff, 1980), text
processing could be working with episodic representations
that are distinct from semantic representations (Carroll
& Kirsner, 1982; Neely & Durgunoglu, 1985; Shoben,
Wescourt, & Smith, 1978; however, cf. McCloskey &
Santee, 1981).

Unlike the priming paradigm of McKoon and Ratcliff
(1980; Ratcliff & McKoon, 1981), the bidirectional prim
ing paradigm examines the time course of facilitation dur
ing access to long-term semantic memory. With the proper
controls, the comparison of forward and backward prim
ing should optimize the likelihood of detecting a nonzero
time course for the spread of activation between seman
tically related nodes. The central argument is that as
prime-target asynchrony decreases, it becomes more
probable that a lexical entry will be selected before spread
ing activation from the prime has reached full efficacy.

At least two mechanisms for spreading activation can
be distinguished in terms of the time course of spreading
activation. First, spreading activation may build up over
time at the receiving node. This assumption is natural in
a system in which activation can begin to spread before
the prime's node exceeds threshold. The relatively long
duration of the forward prime would allow spreading ac
tivation (facilitation) to come asymptotically close to its
maximum value. In addition, facilitation from a backward
prime would be expected to influence target processing,
but not to reach full effectiveness by the time a lexical
decision was made for the target. Backward priming
should occur but it should provide less facilitation than
forward priming.

Second, activation can arrive at the receiving node in
a discrete pulse. In this case, trials in which activation
from a related prime arrives at the target word's node be
fore a lexical decision is made will exhibit full facilita
tion. Trials in which activation does not arrive before a
lexical decision is made will exhibit no facilitation. Again,



the long duration of the forward prime makes it likely that
such a pulse of activation will arrive before a lexical de
cision is made. On the other hand, because of the strong
time constraints on backward-prime facilitation, it is likely
to comprise a mixture of trials with effective and ineffec
tive spread of activation, so that backward priming will
be much less effective than forward priming.

In either case, the most natural prediction for spreading
activation theories is that backward priming will facili
tate lexical decisions for related targets but that this facili
tation will not be as great as that provided by forward
priming, in which spreading activation can reach full ef
fectiveness. Moreover, if activation does not begin to
spread from the prime's node until it exceeds threshold,
one would expect little or no backward priming.

Expectancy-Set Theories
Like network theories, schema theories of semantic

memory assume structural unitization of concepts, or
nodes, in the broad sense. Unlike the nodes in network
theories, however, schemata have internal structure.
Semantic relationships between concepts are reflected in
similar components of the internal structure of their sche
mata. Thus, unlike the links of network theories, seman
tic relationships are not structurally manifest in the or
ganization of semantic memory.

The most natural means of access to a schema-based
semantic memory is provided by expectancy-set theories.
Despite differences in their assumptions about early stages
of processing (cf. verification theories: Becker, 1976,
1979, 1980; Becker & Killion, 1977; Paap, Newsome,
McDonald, & Schvaneveldt, 1982, vs. bin theories: For
ster, 1976), all expectancy-set theories of lexical selec
tion assume that a candidate set of lexical schemata, gener
ated by the earlier stages of processing, is used in a
serial-matching process in the final (verification) stage of
processing. The candidate schemata are matched against
the perceptual schema for the target word one at a time,
with the schemata for more familiar words being matched
before those for less familiar words. This matching
process continues until the match between a memory
schema and the perceptual schema exceeds a match cri
terion. In all expectancy-set theories, semantic priming
effects are restricted to this final stage of lexical
processing.

When a word appears in context, a candidate set of lex
ical schemata for words consistent with that context can
be generated before earlier processing stages have been
completed. The matching thus begins earlier than it does
when no context is present. Schemata from this "seman
tic" search set are matched against the perceptual schema
for the target first. If no match is found, the bottom-up,
or visual, search set is searched as before. As a result,
recognition is faster for words whose schemata are con
tained in this semantic search set (i.e., words related to
the context) than for words whose schemata are not con
tained in the semantic search set (i.e., words unrelated
to the context).
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The predictions of expectancy-set theories for the bi
directional priming paradigm depend on assumptions
about backward-pattern masking. However, assumptions
about masking are not an intrinsic part of expectancy-set
theory. Only in Paap et al. (1982) is an account of mask
ing made explicit. They argued that a backward-pattern
mask prevents or terminates the verification stage. Given
this assumption, the semantic content of the mask should
have no effect on processing of the target, since initia
tion of mask processing terminates the stage of target
processing responsible for facilitation. Furthermore, since
the forward prime also facilitates recognition of the tar
get in the verification stage, one would also expect little
or no forward priming.

A viable alternative is that masking disrupts, but does
not terminate, the verification process. In this case, verifi
cation matching is performed using a decaying percep
tual trace (Sperling, 1960). Schemata matched sooner in
the serial search are verified against a more complete per
ceptual schema. Thus, words whose schemata are matched
early in the search (e.g., words related to the context) will
yield fewer errors than will words whose schemata are
matched later (e.g., words unrelated to the context). For
ward priming should occur, but backward priming can
occur only if verification matching is delayed until the
mask word is recognized and a semantic search set is
generated for it. Considering the time necessary for this
process, and the rapid decay of perceptual information,
the most natural prediction in this case is little or no back
ward priming.

Summary of Predictions
The "most natural" predictions for spreading-activation

and expectancy-set theories can be grouped according
to the possible outcomes of the bidirectional priming
experiment.

First, no facilitation in either the forward- or the
backward-priming conditions would support the assump
tion that masking prevents verification matching.

Second, facilitation due to forward priming, but not due
to backward priming, would be consistent with a match
ing process that uses a decaying perceptual trace under
masking conditions and with activation that spreads very
slowly or cannot begin spreading until a prime exceeds
threshold.

Third, facilitation due to forward and backward prim
ing, with significantly more facilitation in the forward
priming condition, would be consistent with a rapid spread
of activation.

In the present experiment, we introduce the bidirectional
priming paradigm and test these predictions. Furthermore,
a manipulation of nonword lexicality is included. The term
"lexicality" applied to nonwords concerns the degree to
which a nonword is similar to words. "illegal" nonwords
violate the rules of English orthography and are visually
similar to few, if any, words. "Legal" nonwords follow
the rules of English orthography and are, in general,
visually similar to a number of words.
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The manipulation of nonword lexicality (in this case
legal vs. illegal) is of interest because it has been sug
gested that lexical decision judgments can be made on the
basis of the output from several distinct subsystems. In
particular, Shulman and Davison (1977) argued that rapid
decisions about pronounceability could be used to make
a lexical decision before processing in the lexicon had
finished. This argument was based on their finding of
reduced semantic priming with illegal nonword foils, rela
tive to that with legal nonword foils. A key assumption
was that the semantic context only affects processing
in the lexicon. Effects of nonword lexicality have also
been demonstrated in several other studies (James, 1975;
Shulman, Hornak, & Sanders, 1978). Inclusion of the
nonword-lexicality manipulation provided a further test
of the argument that strategic control in word recogni
tion is due to shifting reliance on lexical and nonlexical
sources of information.

Bidirectional priming was first investigated in the first
two experiments of Stone (1985). Several methodologi
cal issues remained, however, which could not be resolved
with a single choice of methods. This experiment (Ex
periment 3 of Stone, 1985) differed from Experiments 1
and 2 of Stone (1985) on these points as a check against
the possibility that the bidirectional priming results were
due to a methodologicalartifact. The important differences
from Stone's Experiments I and 2 and their significance
will be noted in the Method section. Furthermore, because
this experiment was an attempt at replication and the ef
fects of interest were not directly reflected in the sources
of the omnibus ANOVA, a set of planned comparisons
was designed as the principal analysis.

METHOD

Subjects
Forty-eight undergraduates at the University of California,

San Diegoserved as subjectsin two sessionson 2 consecutivedays.
The subjects were paid $6 per session.

Apparatus
A Gerbrands three-channel tachistoscope was used to present the

stimuli, which were printed in the center of 4x6 index cards. The
targets were printed in lower-case lliM prestige elite 12-pitchtype
and the context words were printed in upper-case IBM orator 10
pitch type. The apparent distance of the stimuli was 80 ern, so that
a five-letter target subtendeda visual angle of 46.2 min horizontal
x 12.9 min vertical, whereas a five-letter context word subtended
a visualangleof 55.4 minhorizontal x 17.2 minvertical. The back
ground field subtended a visual angle of 9.2" horizontal x 6.4 0

vertical.
Experiments 1 and 2 of Stone (1985) employed binocular mask

ing with luminous stimuli on a dark background. To ensure that
the bidirectional primingeffects occur for central, interruptive mask
ing, polarizing filters of opposite orientation were used to allow
dichoptic presentation of the target and the mask (Turvey, 1973).
The pretarget context word was presented binocularly, allowing
the subjectsto establish binocularconvergence. The target was then
presented to the left eye and the posttarget context to the right eye,
producing dichopticpattern maskingof the target by the posttarget
context. The perceived brightness of each channel was roughly
equated. Responses were verbal and were recorded manually by
the experimenter. Experiments 1 and 2 of Stone (1985) were

computer-controlledand the experimenter was not present during
the experiment. Thus, results constituting a successful replication
are unlikely to be due to experimenter bias.

Stimuli
Forty-eight semantically related word pairs were generated on

thebasisof a high-associativity ratingin Palermo andJenkins (1964),
typicality of category membershipbased on category norms (Bat
tig & Montague, 1969),and theexperimenter's impression of seman
tic relatedness (Fischler, 1977). Experiments 1 and 2 of Stone(1985)
used a different stimulus set (basedon Palermo & Jenkins's, 1964,
associationnorms). Replicationwith a new stimulusset was a con
cern, not only for the usual reasons, but also because mask effec
tiveness depends uponcomplex interactions between the visualstruc
ture of targets and masks (McClelland, 1978; Smith, Haviland,
Reder, Brownell, & Adams, 1976). Due to the nature of the bi
directional priming paradigm, it is impossible to fully control for
such differencesbetweenthe forward- and backward-primingcon
ditions, since the mask must be different. The replication thus
reduces the likelihoodthat the bidirectional priming results are due
to such a difference.

If one memberof a relatedpair was longer than the other, it was
alwaysassignedto the role of prime. This, and the larger type used
for the primes, guaranteed that the target always appeared within
the perimeter of the primes.

A second, unrelated prime, which matched the related prime for
length, word frequency (Kucera & Francis, 1967), part of speech
(Morris, 1969), and, wheneverpossible, number of syllables was
generated for each target. In addition, each target was paired with
another target of the same lengthsuch that their contextwords were
matchedfor length, word frequency, and, whenever possible, part
of speech and syllable length. Thus, unrelated primes could be
provided for each target by exchangingprime pairs betweenyoked
targets.

Two nonwords were generated from each target. The legal non
word was created by changing either the first or the last letter of
the target word so as to roughly equate the bigram frequencies of
the word and the nonword. Pseudohomophones of the source word
(e.g., DOCTORnerse) were avoided. Furthermore, wheneverpos
sible, the envelope of the nonword was different from its source
word (e.g., letters with ascenders in lower case were changed to
letters withdescendersor withouteither, etc.). Thus, the legal non
words were designed to be as discriminable as possible from their
source words, within the constraint of changinga single letter. Ex
periments 1and 2 of Stone(1985)avoidedsuchpseudoprimes (e.g.,
DOCTORgurse)sincepseudopriming confounds withthe legal/ille
gal manipulation. Inclusion of pseudoprimes in this experiment
servedasa test for sensitivity of bidirectional priming to pseudoprim
ing. The illegal nonword was created by taking an anagram of the
target word. On nonword trials, the appropriate nonword was sub
stituted for the word target from which it was generated. The ex
perimental stimuli are presented in the Appendix.

Finally, 48 filler trials were generated with the same distribu
tion of target and context word frequencies; thus, of the 48 word
trials in the experimental session, 12 (25%) used a related context
(six forward and six backward). For subjects in the legal nonword
condition, 12(25%)of the nonwordtrials were pseudoprimes (e.g.,
DOCTOR gurse).

Procedure
The subjects ran in two sessions on consecutive days. The first

was a practicesessionand was used to familiarize the subjectswith
the taskand to finda target-exposure durationthatproducedroughly
25% errors. Related primes did not occur in the practice session,
and none of the practice stimuli were repeated in the experimental
session. Half of the 110trials were words and half were nonwords.
The first 2 trials were used to familiarize the subject with the ex
periment; the remaining 108 trials were divided into 6 blocks of
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18, with exposure duration adjusted, if necessary, at the end of each
block. The lexical decision task was explained, as were the charac
teristics of the stimulus presentation. The subjects were told that
the pretarget prime was a cue to the location of the upcoming tar
get and were asked to fixate it, although they were not informed
that related words would appear. The subjects were also asked not
to look up from the display until they had made their response, in
order to avoid inadvertent experimenter cues.

Finally, response bias was explained and the subjects were asked
to try to avoid bias. If the subjects made twice as many errors on
nonword trials as on word trials, or vice versa, over the course
of36 trials (two blocks), they were informed that they were show
ing a "word" bias or a "nonword" bias. They were then asked
to be either stricter or more liberal, as appropriate, in making a
word response when uncertain. This bias feedback was not provided
during the experimental session.

The rare subject who was unable to achieve binocular fusion on
the pretarget primes, or was unable to report the stimulus to either
eye at long durations, was paid for one session and was not run
in the experimental session.

The experimental session was divided into five blocks. The first
block consisted of 24 practice trials (half words, half nonwords)
and was used to make additional adjustments in target-exposure du
ration. Each of the four experimental blocks contained 18 trials,
with an equal proportion of filler versus experimental trials and an
equal number of trials at each level of the three within-subject fac
tors (although not an equal number of trials from each cell of the
design). Between blocks, the subjects were allowed a brief rest
period and exposure duration was adjusted if the total error rate
in the preceding block fell outside a 16%-33% error range. In Ex
periments I and 2 of Stone (1985), the legal and illegal nonword
conditions were equated by fixing the target-mask onset asynchrony
at 67 msec for all subjects in both conditions. Since neither means
of equating the two conditions (equal performance levels vs. equal
stimulus-onset asynchronies) is unequivocally preferable, it was im
portant to demonstrate that the same results were obtained with both
methods of equating the two nonword-lexicality conditions.

Each trial began with a 1.5-sec binocular presentation of the
pretarget prime. Immediately upon prime offset, the target appeared
at the same location in the left eye for a duration that was set for
each subject by the previously described method. Immediately upon
offset of the target, the posttarget context appeared at the same lo
cation in the right eye for 1.5 sec. The display was dark between
trials. After each trial, the subjects were told by the experimenter
whether their response was correct or an error.

Eight presentation orders were crossed in a Latin square design
with the between-subject control factors assigning stimulus items
to experimental conditions. These presentation orders were obtained
using two factors: permutations of block order (four levels) and
reversals of presentation order (two levels). As a result, each item
and each experimental condition had the same mean position in the
presentation order across the full between-subjects design.

Design
There were four fully crossed experimental conditions, each with

two levels, giving 16 conditions:
1. Nonword lexicality was a between-subjects factor, with half

the subjects receiving only legal nonwords and half receiving only
illegal nonwords. The same word targets and context words were
used in the two conditions.

2. Prime direction was a within-subjects factor, with half of the
experimental trials for each subject run in the forward-prime con
dition and half in the backward-prime condition.

3. Prime relatedness was a within-subjects factor, with half of
the experimental trials for each subject run in the semantically related
condition and half in the unrelated condition.

4. Target type was a within-subjects factor, with half of the trials
for each subject run in the word-target condition and half in the
nonword-target condition.

Each item appeared once per subject but was run equally often
in each condition across subjects.

The five planned comparisons are described in the Results sec
tion. Omnibus ANOVAs for subjects and items were also performed
to check for unexpected results.

RESULTS

Error scores for each experimental condition are
presented in Table I.

The primary analyses tested forward versus backward
priming in the illegal nonword versus the legal nonword
conditions. In particular, they tested for the interaction
found in the first two experiments of Stone (1985), in
which prime facilitation was equivalent in the forward
prime/legal nonword, the forward-prime/illegal nonword,
and the backward-prime/illegal nonword conditions, but
was significantly less in the backward-prime/legal non
word condition. This comparison was used because it pro
vides a more stringent test of replication than the stan
dard test for an interaction.

In a first test, priming was measured by taking the
difference between errors in the related-prime and the
unrelated-prime conditions. Since this measure of prim
ing facilitation could be influenced by significant differ
ences between the unrelated controls, a second test directly
compared errors in the unrelated-prime condition.

The first test (using the difference in errors for related
and unrelated primes) was significant [F(I,46) = 11.074,
MSe = 0.0146, p < .05, for subjects; F(I,47) = 6.283,
MSe = 0.0516, p < .05, for items]. The backward
prime/legal nonword condition produced significantly less

Table 1
Mean Error Scores by Condition

Words Nonwords

0.278
0.271

0.174
0.188

0.229
0.174

-0055

Illegal Nonword Condition
0.208 0.236
0.299 0.236
0.091

Forward Prime Backward Prime Forward Prime Backward Prime

Legal Nonword Condition

0.285
0.299
0.014

Related 0.188
Unrelated 0.313
Facilitation 0.125

Related 0.201
Unrelated 0.313
Facilitation 0.112
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priming than did the other three conditions. The second
test (for a significant difference in baseline performance
in the legal and illegal nonword conditions) was not sig
nificant [F(1,46) < 1.0, MSe = 0.0092, for subjects;
F(1,47) < 1.0, MSe = 0.0467, for items].

A third test checked for a significant difference in
response bias in the legal nonword and illegal nonword
conditions, using the interaction of nonword lexicality and
target type for unrelated contexts. This comparison was
included because a difference in response bias could be
important for spreading-activation theories (see Discus
sion). This test was not significant [F(1,46) = 2.787,
MSe = 0.0114, P > .10, for subjects; F(1,47) = 2.040,
MSe = 0.0313, p > .10, for items].

A final pair of tests checked the robustness of the
priming-bias effect reported by Schvaneveldt and Me
Donald (1981). They found that in masked lexical deci
sions, the benefit due to a related context for word trials
(e.g., DOCTOR/nurse) was negated by an equivalent
cost due to a related context on nonword trials (e.g.,
DOCTOR/nerse). Replication of the priming-bias effect
was of interest because it played an important part in the
development of the resonance model of Grossberg and
Stone (1986). As noted previously, the pseudoprime tar
gets in this experiment were constructed to be as dis
criminable as possible from their source words, within
the constraint of changing a single letter. Thus, a test for
an interaction of context type and target type for the
forward-prime/legal nonword-foil condition would indi
cate if the priming-bias effect occurs under less favor
able conditions. A test for a main effect of context type
(relatedvs. unrelated)for the forward-prime/legal nonword
foil condition was also included to test for a significant
gain in sensitivity due to priming.

The bias test was significant [F(l,23) = 8.543, MSe

= 0.0229, p < .01, for subjects; F(1,47) = 7.201, MSe

= 0.0543, p < .05, for items]. The 12.5% benefit for
related-word trials was compromised by the 5.5 % cost
for related-nonword trials.

The sensitivity test was not significant [F(1,23) =
1.200, MSe = 0.0241, P > .10, for subjects; F(1,47) =

1.290, MSe = 0.0579, p > .10, for items]. These results
support the contention that under pattern-masking condi
tions, semantic priming affects primarily response bias
rather than sensitivity to lexical status, although the trend
toward less than complete bias suggests that the priming
bias effect is sensitive to the similarity of pseudoprimed
nonwords to their source word (e.g., DOCTORInerse vs.
DOCTOR/gurse). A discussion of the priming-bias ef
fect in the context of expectancy-set versus spreading
activation theories can be found in Schvaneveldt and
McDonald (1981). A discussion in terms of resonance
models can be found in Grossberg and Stone (1986).

Excluding sources that compared words with nonwords,
the omnibus ANOVA produced only a main effect of
prime relatedness, with fewer errors on related-primetrials
[F(l,46) = 6.236, MSe = 0.0205, p < .05, for subjects;
F(l,47) = 6.370, MSe = 0.0401, p < .05, for items].

Finally, the pattern of priming effects was checked us
ing LSD tests generated from the error terms of the om
nibus ANOVAs using subjects and items as the random
factor. Related primes were compared with unrelated
primes for each prime direction X nonword type condi
tion. Both forward-prime conditions and the backward
prime/illegal nonword condition showed significant prime
facilitation (ps < .05 on all six tests). The difference be
tween related and unrelated primes for the backward
prime/legal nonword condition was not significant. Fur
thermore, performance for related primes was not sig
nificantly different for forward and backward primes in
the illegal nonword condition (ps > .10 for both subjects
and items), but was significantly different for forward and
backward primes in the legal nonword condition, with
fewer errors in the forward-prime condition (ps < .05
for both subjects and items).

DISCUSSION

Backward priming equivalent to forward priming can
occur in the bidirectional priming paradigm. However,
significantbackward priming occurred only when the non
word foils were illegal. This is the same pattern of results
found in the first two experiments of Stone (1985), and
does not support any of the "most natural" predictions
of spreading-activation and expectancy-set theories.

It is worth noting that in a similar paradigm, Briand,
den Heyer, and Dannenbring (1988) also looked at back
ward priming of masked lexical decisions and found sig
nificant backward priming with legal nonword foils and
prime-target onset asynchronies up to 1 sec. Although
their results appear to be in conflict with those of the
present study (including their failure to replicate the
priming-bias effect of Schvaneveldt & McDonald, 1981),
an important difference in methodology could be respon
sible for this difference.

In the Briand et al. (1988) study, subjects saw a prime,
which was masked by a row of asterisks. This prime was
either a word or a nonword. They were then presented
a target word at varying prime-target onset asynchronies.
The subjects were told that their primary task was to name
the target. A subsequent, secondary lexical decision was
then made concerning the prime. Briand et al. found sig
nificant backward priming of this lexical decision, which
did not interact with prime-mask onset asynchrony or with
prime-target onset asynchrony.

Under those conditions, it is quite likely that informa
tion about the prime was held in postlexical short-term
storage while the subjects focused on the primary task of
naming the target. If this interpretation is correct, the
backward priming that Briand et a1. (1988) observed is
a different phenomenon from the backward priming due
to a mask word that is related to the lexical decision tar
get when the lexical decision is the focal task. However,
the possibility that lexical processing can enhance infor
mation held in postlexical short-term storage is intrigu
ing, particularly considering that backward priming in



their paradigm was apparently not due to increased bias
toward word responses.

We consider first the implications of our results for the
assumption that the nonword-lexicality manipulation shifts
the emphasis given to lexical and nonlexical sources of
information in the bidirectional priming paradigm. We
then consider implications for spreading-activation and
expectancy-set theories and, finally, we suggest an alter
native to node theories (in the broad sense) which pro
vides a natural account of the results by combining the
important insights of shared activation (from spreading
activation theories) and matching of expectations against
inputs (from expectancy-set theories).

Lexical and Nonlexical Sources of Information
Shulman and Davidson (1977) argued for greater reli

ance on nonlexical processes (e.g., a pronunciation sub
system) when illegal nonwords are used as foils, on the
basis of reduced priming effects with illegal nonword
foils.

In the present study, the magnitude of forward prim
ing was relatively unaffected by the nonword-lexicality
manipulation, whereas the pattern of backward priming
was the reverse of what would be expected given Shul
man and Davison's (1977) analysis (there was more prim
ing in the illegal nonword condition). This suggests that
lexical processing was employed equally in both nonword
lexicality conditions.

Spreading-Activation Theories
Backward priming effectively equivalent to forward

priming (illegal nonword condition) requires a very rapid
spread of activation between word nodes (as in Wickel
gren, 1976). This limit on the rate of spread could be
raised somewhat if the nonsignificant (2.1 %) difference
between forward and backward priming in the illegal non
word condition is, in fact, reliable.

However, this possibility assumes little or no controlled
priming due to the pretarget prime. Inhibition from the
unrelated pretarget prime in the backward-prime condi
tion could partially counteract facilitation due to the
semantically related posttarget prime. In nonmasked lex
ical decisions with forward priming, reduction of the
proportion of related contexts does not eliminate con
trolled priming. Rather, the degree of controlled prim
ing decreases as the proportion of related contexts de
creases (Tweedy et al., 1977). Thus, a slight disadvantage
for backward priming, relative to forward priming, might
be due to controlled inhibition by the pretarget prime in
the backward-priming condition.

The loss of backward priming in the legal nonword
condition poses a more difficult problem for spreading
activation theories. The problem arises from the obser
vation that the stimulus event of interest (word trials) in
the two nonword-lexicality conditions is identical. This
implies that performance on a given trial cannot depend
solely upon analysis of the current stimulus. Performance
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must also be affected by what might have occurred as the
target.

An obvious method of affecting performance in such
a manner is to adjust the threshold for word nodes as a
function of nonword lexicality. When a node's threshold
is lowered, it is more likely to exceed threshold before
facilitation from the backward prime can influence pro
cessing. This would, in tum, reduce the magnitude of
backward priming.

However, such an adjustment has another important
consequence for performance. All else being equal, a
decrease in thresholds will increase bias toward word
responses, since more trials-both word and nonword
will produce a suprathreshold word node, and thus a word
response. Assuming that legal nonwords produce greater
lexical activity than do illegal nonwords, a fixed threshold
will produce greater false alarms to legal nonwords than
to illegal nonwords. Given no observed difference in
response bias for the two nonword conditions (as noted
in the Results section), thresholds would need to be higher
in the legal nonword condition than in the illegal nonword
condition.

The adjustment of thresholds needed to account for the
observed pattern of response bias and the adjustment of
thresholds needed to account for the pattern of backward
prime facilitation are in conflict. If thresholds are lower
in the illegal nonword condition, it is possible to obtain
equivalent response bias in the two nonword conditions,
but backward-prime facilitation would then be more ef
fective in the legal nonword condition. If thresholds are
lower in the legal nonword condition, backward-prime
facilitation would be less effective in the legal nonword
condition, but there would also be greater bias toward
word responses in the legal nonword condition.

Note that, given the alternative assumptions concern
ing spreading activation that have been entertained, only
the observed result-backward priming given illegal non
word foils, but not given legal nonword foils-is incom
patible with spreading-activation theories.

Expectancy-Set Theories
The results of this experiment violate the joint assump

tions that masking prevents verification, and that verifi
cation is the sole locus of context effects (Paap et al.,
1982). These assumptions, taken together, suggest that
neither forward nor backward priming should be facilita
tive in the bidirectional priming paradigm. Even if ac
curacy on word trials reflects the likelihood of a match
before the mask terminates verification, so that forward
priming could result from an earlier search of the seman
tic search set, backward priming should not occur because
verification of the target is terminated as soon as process
ing of the mask begins.

Because the assumption that masking terminates verifi
cation is not fundamental to expectancy-set theories, we
considered an alternative assumption concerning the ef
fect of masking-that masking disrupts, but does not ter-
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minate, verification. In this case, verification would match
lexical schemata from its search set with a degraded, de
caying perceptual schema for the target. Schemata appear
ing early in the search sequence would be matched against
more complete perceptual schema than would those ap
pearing late in the sequence, and would thus suffer fewer
errors.

Backward priming would occur if a semantic search set
could be generated for the posttarget prime and be em
ployed before search using the visual search set. This
would presumably entail verification of the posttarget
prime, as well as generation of its semantic search set,
before verification of the target. This is particularly true
since the effective equivalence of forward and backward
priming implies that the semantic search sets for pre- and
posttarget primes are searched equally early, on average.
Given a rate of decay for the degraded perceptual schema
sufficient to produce the observed magnitude of facilita
tion, a delay of target verification until a search set had
been generated for the posttarget prime would entail a sig
nificant loss of target information. Such a processing
strategy would presumably introduce costs that might even
outweigh the benefits in the backward-priming condition
(a relatively uncommon condition in the experiment).
However, processing strategies are not always optimal
(Stroop, 1935). It is quite possible that recognition of a
meaningful mask (posttarget prime) is obligatory, despite
the costs.

The primary problem with this argument is the loss of
backward priming when the foils are legal nonwords. Of
course, one could argue that the search strategy in the
verification stage was different in the legal nonword con
dition (i.e., a semantic set generated by the backward
prime was less likely to be available early in verification).
A principled account of this difference in strategy would
be that the longer stimulus-onset asynchronies in the le
gal nonword condition (needed to equate performance in
the two conditions) made delay of target recognition un
til a search set had been generated for the posttarget prime
prohibitively detrimental. However, this explanation is
unlikely, given that the same pattern of results was ob
tained when onset asynchronies were equated in the two
conditions (Stone, 1985). Of course, it is possible that non
word lexicality affects the generation of a semantic search
set for some other reason; however, it is not clear to us
why this would be so, except to account for our results.

An Alternative to Node Theories
These results raise problems for both spreading

activation and expectancy-set theories, which share the
assumption of structurally unitized word representations
(or nodes, in the broad sense). We suggest that an alter
native approach, in which word representations are func
tionally unitized, and can combine the important insights
of shared activity between related representations (from
spreading-activation theories) and of active matching of
expectations against input (from expectancy-set theories).

This approach can provide access to a lexicon organized
in terms of semantic space.

We begin by noting that verification can be defined
broadly as a two-phase recognition process with a pas
sive, stimulus-driven initial phase and an active second
phase, in which expectations derived from knowledge
in long-term memory are matched against the stimulus
generated representation (Broadbent & Broadbent, 1980).
A number of studies have provided supporting evidence
for this general framework (Becker, 1979, 1980; Becker
& Killion, 1977; Broadbent, 1977; Broadbent & Broad
bent, 1980; Schvaneveldt & McDonald, 1981; Van Orden,
1987, in press). This framework does not require serial
search. Indeed, adaptive resonance (Carpenter & Gross
berg, 1987; Grossberg, 1980; Grossberg & Stone, 1986;
Stone, 1986) is a form of verification that performs match
ing in parallel. 1 Before developing this resonance frame
work, we shall briefly discuss the semantic-space ap
proach to semantic memory that it assumes.

Semantic-Space Theories
Consider a high-dimensional space in which each di

mension represents some semantic feature.? Each word
(or concept) is represented by a pattern of activations (or
strengths) for each feature. Related words share activa
tion on a suite of features. Thus, network theories and
semantic-space theories both assume that representations
for related words share activation. They differ in that net
work theories assume spatially distinct concept nodes, so
that shared activation must spread via links between these
nodes. In semantic-space theories, activation is shared at
the same feature unit and thus need not spread to become
manifest. However, a word's representation is now dis
tributed across units-no single unit's activation expresses
the likelihood that a particular word is currently being
represented.

Semantic-space theories have been popular in the study
of semantic processing (Rosch, 1978; Smith, Shoben, &
Rips, 1974); however, they have been conspicuously ab
sent in the study of lexical access. This absence has been
due, we believe, to the serious problem of selecting a sin
gle, unitized representation for a lexical stimulus when
representations are patterns of activation (or feature
strengths) across units (or dimensions).

In postlexical processing, one can assume that a single
word representation has been selected. However, lexical
access must deal with the strongly correlated visual struc
ture of words. Presentation of one word (e.g., MAN) will
provide some evidence for visually similar words (e.g.,
PAN and CAN). Consequently, the lexical representations
for many words will be activated by the presentation of
a single word. The problem thus emerges of selecting the
correct lexical representation from among many candi
date representations. Structural unitization (nodes in the
broad sense) makes selection of a single such representa
tion easy since a word's representation is "all in one
place. "



In spreading-activation theories, a single node crosses
a threshold and is thus selected. However, thresholds will
not work with distributed representations-one cannot
simply select the most active features for two reasons.
First, less active (or weaker) semantic features may be
important to a representation (Smith et al., 1974). Sec
ond, relatively strong features from other representations
might not be excluded (in the above example, MAN par
tially activates PAN and CAN, which could jointly pro
duce strong activation of the feature "metallic"). Some
form of "clean-up" process is required to eliminate un
wanted representations in the encoding. 3

A solution to this dilemma lies in the use of a verifica
tion process to unitize word representations functionally.
Functional unitization occurs when components of a
representation act together as a coherent whole because
of processing dynamics. Each component helps support
the others, so that the components increase or decrease
in activation together. In this way, the collection of com
ponents acts as if it were a single unit.

Resonant Verification
Our discussion of resonant verification is organized

around several essential properties. We have chosen this
approach because discussion in terms of such design prin
ciples helps to clarify why and how a formal model oper
ates as it does. Design principles are constraints on sys
tem design derived from empirical observations within
the constraints of a chosen framework. They serve as
intermediaries between empirical observation and the de
velopment of formal models (Stone, 1988; Van Orden,
Pennington, & Stone, 1989). Many models may satisfy
the same design principle. This design principle clarifies
which aspects of the models allows them all to account
for the empirical observations upon which the design prin
ciple is based.

In this approach to theoretical methodology, the addi
tion of new design principles narrows the set of admissi
ble models. For example, verification is a design princi
ple that can be realized in models using either schemata
or distributed patterns of activity as representations. The
addition of functional unitization as a design principle nar
rows the set of admissible models to those with distributed
patterns as representations.

The assumption of distributed representations during
word recognition necessitates a distinction between overall
patterns of activation and the pattern of activation that cor
responds to a single, coherent interpretation. We empha
size this by distinguishing between encodings and repre
sentations. An encoding is the overall pattern of activity
resulting from a stimulus at a given time. A representa
tion is a pattern of activation that represents a single, co
herent interpretation of a stimulus event. Thus, the en
coding of a stimulus during lexical selection may consist
of the representations for a number of candidate words.
Lexical selection is the process by which an encoding
comes to consist of a single representation.
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Consider now two levels of processing: a visual level,
at which a pattern of activity constitutes an orthographic
encoding in terms of spelling features, and a lexical level,
at which a pattern of activity constitutes a lexical encod
ing, for our purposes, in terms of semantic features." The
visual similarity of two words is reflected in shared sub
patterns at the visual level. The semantic similarity of two
words is reflected in shared subpatterns at the lexical level.

Presentation of a lexical stimulus (e.g., a word) pro
duces a pattern of activity at the first, visual level, which
encodes its spelling features. As in the logogen model
(Morton, 1969), connections run from the "feature de
tectors" at the visual level to units at the lexical level,
and activation is passed along these connections, excit
ing lexical representations. However, these lexical rep
resentations are distributed patterns of activity rather than
discrete, "word-detector" nodes. The total strength of
activation for the lexical representation of a word is
proportional to that word's visual similarity to the stimu
lus, just as is the activation of a word node in the logo
gen model. The logogen's activation has simply been dis
tributed among the components of a lexical feature pattern.

As in expectancy-set theories, an expected visual rep
resentation for each lexical representation is matched
against the stimulus-driven visual encoding. However, this
resonant verification differs from serial-search verifica
tion in several important ways.

First, matching of top-down expectationsagainst bottom
up input occurs in parallel for each active lexical represen
tation, rather than serially for one lexical representation
at a time. Furthermore, matching is performed at the
visual level, at which top-down connections from the lex
ical level to the visual level literally add top-down ex
pected patterns to the bottom-up stimulus pattern. Good
ness of match depends upon activation from both sources:
visual features receiving both top-down and bottom-up
support are more likely to be strengthened by the match
ing process, whereas visual features receiving support
from a single source are more likely to be weakened by
the matching process (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987). In
other words, resonant matching is a constructive process,
in that the visual encoding is altered during matching on
the basis of the agreement between bottom-up and top
down sources of information. 5

Second, multiple matching cycles are performed. In
each cycle, lexical representations whose expectations
produce stronger matches at the visual level become more
active (since matching has strengthened their bottom-up
support from the visual level), whereas lexical represen
tations whose expectations produce weaker matches be
come less active (since matching has weakened their
bottom-up support). Likewise, components of the visual
encoding are successively strengthened or weakened in
each successive matching cycle on the basis of their par
ticipation in a match. Each cycle consists of a feed-forward
passing of activation from the current visual encoding to
the lexical level to produce a new lexical encoding, a feed-
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backward passing of activation based on the expectations
of the representations in this new lexical encoding to the
visual level, and a matching of top-down and bottom-up
patterns at the visual level to produce a new visual en
coding. Over cycles, lexical representations that are in
consistent with the bottom-up visual encoding are sup
pressed until a single best interpretation wins. Thus,
selection in resonant verification is based on the best
match, rather than first match found, as in serial-search
verification.

Third, unitization of the word's representation arises
in the course of this verification process. The mutually
supportive feedback loop between levels ties together the
visual and lexical representations, as well as the compo
nent activations of each representation. This occurs be
cause of a fundamental property of processing-distributed
representations. Each component of a lexical representa
tion contributes to the whole expected pattern used in
matching at the visual level. This expected visual pattern
(in strengthened or weakened form) then provides feed
forward support for the whole lexical representation.
Thus, through the verification loop, each component of
a lexical representation affects the fate of all other com
ponents in the representation: a component whose con
tribution to the top-down expectation increases the match
at the visual level will increase the support at the visual
level for the whole lexical representation of which it is
a part. As a result, the correct unit of analysis is not a
loose collection of semantic features; rather, it is the
resonance that emerges from the verification process
the lexical and visual representations along with their
mutually supportive feedback loops.

Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) have argued that connec
tionism is fatally flawed because the joining of parts into
a whole requires a higher order node connected to the
nodes for the components. Yet resonant verification (a
"connectionist" approach) does join parts into a whole
without the use of a higher order node. The componen
tiality problem noted by Fodor and Pylyshyn is a serious
problem. However, it is not a problem for "connec
tionist" models in general but, rather, for models (sym
bolic or connectionist) that employ simple associations be
tween structurally unitized representations.

This more complex view of verification arose from
questions about how unitization arises during the course
of learning. Serial-search mechanisms have been success
ful in accounting for the recognition of words by skilled
readers under relatively "normal" circumstances because,
under these conditions, the above distinctions are often
unimportant for a qualitatively correct description of per
formance (e.g., the best match will also be the only,
and thus the first, match found in a serial search). How
ever, when issues such as degree of unitization (Drew
nowski & Healy, 1977; Healy, Conboy, & Drewnowski,
1989) are important, or when unusual conditions exist (as
in bidirectional priming), the above distinctions can be
critical.

Bidirectional Priming and Resonant Verification
Our account of bidirectional priming begins with a

general description of priming within the resonant
verification framework, then considers the effects of non
word lexicality on processing strategy. This discussion
will provide the additional principles needed to understand
why backward priming should be sensitive to the choice
of nonword foils.

Semantic priming cannot be understood solely in terms
of shared semantic features. Somehow, the increased ac
tivation of shared semantic features due to priming must
benefit the whole target representation. Otherwise, we
simply have the sum of two patterns that happen to over
lap. It is functional unitization that allows facilitation of
a subpattern to facilitate the whole target representation.

Consider the initial matching cycle. The representation
of a prime will still be present at the lexical level. The
portion of a target word's lexical representation that over
laps with that of a related prime will be more active than
it would have been without the related prime. Since each
component of the lexical representation contributes to the
whole top-down expectation, the target's correct top-down
expectation is slightly strengthened. This improves the
relative match between the target's correct top-down ex
pectation and the stimulus-driven visual encoding. In the
next cycle, the target's whole lexical representation will
thus receive greater bottom-up support. Note, however,
that the prime's lexical representation is weakened, since
its expectation poorly matches the visual encoding. Facili
tation of target recognition results from this boost to its
lexical representation during early verification cycles. On
later cycles, the prime's lexical representation will have
been suppressed due to mismatch with the visual encoding.

Nonword-lexicality effects reflect differences between
the lexical encodings for illegal versus legal nonwords.
Illegal nonwords are not highly similar to many (if any)
words. Consequently, their initial lexical coding produces
little overall lexical activity spread across many word
representations with very low levels of activation. Because
candidate lexical representations are weak and produce
poor matches with the visual encoding, no resonance
forms and the lexical encoding rapidly collapses (a sys
tem that always selects the best match is clearly unaccept
able: the best match must effectively exceed some match
criterion to induce resonance). Legal nonwords, on the
other hand, produce significant activation of lexical
representations for similar words. More matching cycles
are required to suppress the lexical representations of
words that only moderately mismatch the nonword's
visual encoding.

These differences suggest a difference in processing
strategy based on a characteristic of resonance matching
not found in all-or-none serial matching-the relative
weight given to top-down and bottom-up information dur
ing matching.

Increasing emphasis (weight) on bottom-up information
means that top-down expectations will have less effect on



the visual encoding that results from matching. Resonant
verification then resembles a slow resolution of initial
bottom-up support. Lexical representations whose expec
tations almost match the stimulus-driven visual encoding
will eventually be suppressed because bottom-up evidence
of the small mismatch will persevere. However, a lexi
cal representation close enough to accept a match will be
pulled into resonance slowly, because it has little ability
to draw the visual encoding toward its expectation. The
result is a higher effective match criterion" when the
weight given to bottom-up information is increased.

Increasing emphasis (weight) on top-down information
means that close matches can strongly influence the visual
encoding after matching. This alteration of the visual en
coding both amplifies the increase in strongly matching
representations and hastens the decline of weakly match
ing representations. As a result, poor matches are sup
pressed more quickly. However, mismatches that are close
to matches are more likely to initiate a false resonance,
leading to false positive recognition. Their strong initial
activations generate strong top-down expectations, which
amplify their supporting bottom-up evidence. The result
is a lower effective match criterion when the weight given
to top-down information is increased.

In sum, the effective match criterion can be shifted by
"tuning" the relative emphasis on top-down and bottom
up information in matching: increasing the emphasis on
bottom-up evidence raises the effective match criterion,
whereas increasing the emphasis on top-down expecta
tions lowers the effective match criterion. However, un
like adjustments of a threshold-style match criterion, ad
justments of this effective match criterion affect processing
at all degrees of match/mismatch. The stricter the match
criterion, the slower the suppression of noise and weakly
matching expectations, and thus the slower the formation
of a resonance. This "tuning" of the matching process
allows the system to adjust for a variety of task demands
(e.g., strong bottom-up in proofreading, in which close
orthographic mismatches must be detected, vs. strong top
down in skimming, in which close orthographic mis
matches are a distraction).

In the bidirectional priming paradigm, the use of a
backward-pattern mask places a premium on the tradeoff
between the speed of resonance formation and the strict
ness of the match criterion. In any given condition, the
balance between top-down and bottom-up information in
the matching process can have a major impact on perfor
mance. The greatest possible difference in the lexical ac
tivity induced by words and nonwords must be achieved
by the time masking disrupts the recognition process. We
consider first the optimal settings of this balance when
nonwords are illegal or legal, and then consider the im
plications of these settings for forward and backward
priming.

In all cases, the limited time before mask onset demands
rapid suppression of noise and weak matches for accept
able performance. Masking conditions thus suggest a low
match criterion through emphasis on top-down informa-
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tion. The cost of this tuning is a high rate of false posi
tive recognition. However, the system can minimize this
cost by changing the relative emphasis on top-down and
bottom-up information during the course of recognition.

In the early matching cycles, lexical representations are
not yet strongly activated, since they grow because of in
creasing support from matches on many cycles. Empha
sis on top-down information in these early matching cy
cles allows suppression of noise and relatively weak
matches, without major alteration of the visual encoding
toward the closer matches, since expectations are still
weak in absolute terms. However, the lexical represen
tations whose expectations closely match the visual en
coding are becoming more strongly activated. On later
cycles, this would lead to excessive alteration of the visual
encoding toward the closest matches. The system can
avoid this problem by raising the match criterion (through
increasing emphasis on bottom-up information) as the
number of matching cycles increases. Because of the ac
celerated suppression of noise during the early matching
cycles, the cost of raising the match criterion for later
cycles-slower suppression of spurious lexical codes-is
reduced. In this later phase of processing, the degree of
emphasis on bottom-up information (and thus the match
criterion) can be set to optimize discrimination between
correct matches and false positive matches.

The setting of the match criterion in this later phase de
pends upon the type of nonword foils. Because illegal non
words generate relatively weak initial encoding spread
among many lexical representations, verification can con
tinue into later matching cycles with a low match crite
rion. A slow shift away from a top-down emphasis main
tains a rapid suppression of poor matches. As a result,
the lexical encoding of an illegal nonword collapses more
rapidly than it would if the emphasis shifted more rapidly
toward a bottom-up emphasis. Furthermore, the lexical
representation of a word stimulus will achieve a stronger
resonance (and activation) by mask onset with a slow shift
toward bottom-up emphasis, due to its increased ability
to alter the visual encoding in its favor.

Legal nonwords, on the other hand, can generate lexi
cal encodings similar to those generated by words, so that
a rapid shift from a top-down emphasis to a bottom-up
emphasis is required to avoid excessive false positive rec
ognitions. However, word-target representations achieve
weaker resonance (and activation) by mask onset since
they are less effective at drawing the visual encoding
toward their expectations.

Recall that prime facilitation resulted from increased
activity for the lexical subpattern shared by the target and
the prime. This shared activity contributes to activation
of the whole target representation via its effect on the
visual encoding that results from matching, and is thus
sensitive to the relative weight given to top-down versus
bottom-up information in matching. When more empha
sis is given to top-down expectations, they have a stronger
effect on the visual encoding that results from matching,
so that the expectation due to the shared subpattern is more
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strongly reflected in the visual encoding after matching.
Thus, its indirect support of the whole lexical represen
tation is enhanced. On the other hand, more emphasis on
bottom-up information means little effect of the subpat
tern's expectation of the visual encoding (especially since,
as a partial representation, it provides only a partial
match). As a result, a shared subpattern will have little
effect when matching emphasizes bottom-up information.

Forward priming is effective in both nonword condi
tions because it has its effect on early matching cycles,
when top-down information is emphasized in matching.
Backward priming occurs in a later phase of processing,
when the weighting of top-down and bottom-up informa
tion differs in the two nonword conditions. In the illegal
nonword condition, the shared subpattern affects process
ing when there is still an emphasis on top-down informa
tion in matching. Because facilitation occurs over only
a few matching cycles, forward and backward priming
will have roughly equivalent effects. In the legal nonword
condition, the shared subpattern affects processing when
an emphasis on bottom-up information makes it fairly in
effective in contributing to the activation of the target
representation. Indeed, it is not surprising that, during
a phase of processing when stimulus similarity is a haz
ard to correct judgments, the similarity of target and prime
lexical representations produces little or no facilitation.

CONCLUSION

Spreading-activation theories incorporate the important
idea of shared activation but fail to account for both the
equivalence of forward and backward priming given ille
gal nonwords as foils and the loss of backward priming
given legal nonwords as foils. Expectancy-set theories
incorporate the important idea of matching top-down ex
pectations against visual encodings but can only accom
modate the above results with ad hoc assumptions. Res
onant verification brings together the important ideas from
each approach.

The properties of resonant verification derive from con
sideration of a wide range of empirical phenomena, since
the ultimate value of resonant verification will depend
upon its successful application to a wide range of phe
nomena in word recognition. However, in the above dis
cussion, we employed only those properties of resonant
verification necessary for understanding the results from
the bidirectional priming paradigm. Several important is
sues were not discussed, such as the role of phonology
(Van Orden, 1987, in press), the importance of the list
item error tradeoff (Grossberg & Stone, 1986; Stone,
1986) in comparing unmasked and masked recognition
(especially as studies of backward priming in unmasked
recognition indicate interesting differences from backward
priming in the bidirectional priming paradigm, Kiger &
Glass, 1983; Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders, & Langer,
1984), and the notion of subresonances (i.e., function
ally unitized components of a larger resonance unit).

Furthermore, this framework for word recognition is
still incomplete in its details. Several alternatives exist for
formalizing some of these mechanisms. Further experi
mentation and analysis are necessary to choose between
them. However, these future refinements must satisfy a
methodological constraint that has, thus far, guided the
development of this framework. That is, each design prin
ciple, and the mechanism that embodies it, must contribute
to an understanding of a range of empirical phenomena
the use of highly specialized, single-purpose mechanisms
is considered to be a sign of an undetected error in the
development of the framework. If, for example, the shift
of emphasis from top-down to bottom-up information dur
ing the course of recognition fails to have explanatory
value for other experimental paradigms, its value in ac
counting for the results from the bidirectional priming
paradigm will come to naught.

Regardless of the viability of this approach to theoreti
cal development, the results of the bidirectional priming
experiment reported here provide converging evidence
against a spread of activation between word nodes in a
passive-recognition system. Moreover, if this theoretical
approach is accepted, these results also provide converg
ing evidence against expectancy-set theories with serial
search verification. Granting the latter, these results can
be taken as converging evidence that words are not rep
resented by nodes (in the broad sense of structurally uni
tized representations) but, rather, that lexical representa
tions are functionally unitized.
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NOTES

I. Adaptive resonance can also perform serial matching (Carpenter
& Grossberg, 1987). However, the serial-matchingmode occurs primar-
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ily during learning. Because words are very well learned, we consider
only its parallel-matching mode.

2. These semantic features need not correspond to our a priori no
tions of the most meaningful components of a concept. In fact, one can
obtain the greatest power from distributed processing if the units are
"rnicrofeatures." or components at a smaller "grain size" than the
smallest meaningful components (Smolensky, 1988; Van Orden, Pen
nington, & Stone, 1989). In any case, our analysis requires only that
shared features correspond to shared meaning.

3. The most common solutionto this problem of "cross-talk" in con
nectionist theories is to eliminate the unwanted representations through
supervised learning, so that they do not occur for well-learned stimuli
(Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986). However, if this were the only
means of cleaning up encodings, a number of important factors (e.g.,
familiarity) would have no effect for well-learned stimuli such as words.

If elimination of cross-talk through learning is incomplete for very
familiar stimuli, such as words, there is still a need for some kind of
clean-up process during recognition.

4. This simple configurationof levels is the minimum needed for our
analysis. For discussionsof more complex configurations in this frame
work, see Grossberg and Stone (1986) and Van Orden (1987).

5. Resonant verification does more than identity the stimulus; it is
also the process responsible for suppressing noise and regularizing vari
able inputs (e.g., different type fonts). Indeed, it originated as a mecha
nism for generalization and categorization.

6. Resonant verification does not use an explicit match criterion.
Suppression of mismatch emerges from the interaction of the com
ponent processes of resonant verification. Thus, we refer to the
strength level below which suppression occurs as the effective match
criterion.

APPENDIX

EXPERIMENTAL STIMULI

Yoked Targets Primes

Pair Word illegal Legal Related Unrelated

week ekwe weel days room
five efvi mive four case

2 hand ndah hane feet line
knob obkn knop door name

3 sail iasl saip boat rule
beer ebre meer wine hill

4 beef ebfe beel meat asia
wash hasw wast dirt pace

5 farm fmra farl bam belt
moon rnnoo mool star pack

6 bird rdib bire hawk mist
tree eetr dree pine yam

7 most tmso mose least young
dark rdak sark light thing

8 baby ybba saby child start
song gsno fang music level

9 lies Isei nies truth press
leaf afle neaf plant blood

10 rock rkco gock stone smile
book okbo bood novel india

II lion ion! liod tiger relic
fork kfor gork spoon sword

12 game mgea gamp chess value
rose ears bose thorn yeast

13 south ohstu pouth north class
white wtehi chite black peace

14 dance cnade ranee party value
chair hriac chail table total

15 green ergne breen grass chain
metal Imeta metan steel blind

16 water rtaew nater ocean clerk
apple lpepa plape fruit grade

17 groom omgro grood bride owner
sweet wtese sween sugar crime

18 steal atlse stean thief scout
wheat htaew whean flour niece

19 stamp matps stame letter effort
store rteas storp market police

20 nurse sreun gurse doctor status
glass slsag flass window europe
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